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Dear readers,
The magazine you are about to read is a product of the writing, art, and
editing of hard-working Millennium students. During this time of remote
learning, a group of passionate students from every grade came together
over Zoom to continue the tradition of compiling the best art and writing
from our peers, and we have maintained a creative space for anyone who
wants to join. While it seems there are so many things that have been lost
during the pandemic, one thing that will always remain is creativity. We
would like to thank every student that submitted, every teacher that spread
the word, and all of you for taking time to enjoy this edition of FLUX.
Sincerely,
Hannah E, Ava, Hannah H, Oona, Marshall, Nancy, Ruby, Donald, Olga,
Alexandra, Elaine, Liana, Talia, Zellie, Erin, Fanny, Irene, and Chris

The Appendage
Ava Hosking
When Elizabeth Gillson woke up one crisp March morning, she
noticed that she had an extra mouth. Elizabeth shrieked in horror as she
stared down at her once flat stomach: above her belly button was a set
of pink lips that looked just like the ones on her face. Involuntarily, the
mouth opened to reveal a set of pearly white teeth and a tongue
identical to her original mouth. Elizabeth thrust a bony finger into the
new mouth, praying it was somehow fake. It was real. Disgusted, she
ran into the bathroom and peered into the mirror, studying the mouth on
her face as well as the one on her stomach, which protruded from her
skinny frame. Although Elizabeth couldn’t see it, her ribs stuck out too,
as she hadn’t eaten in weeks.
Elizabeth began to hyperventilate, panic settling in. She told
herself to take four deep breaths, just as her last therapist had instructed.
Elizabeth realized she needed a doctor to remove the mouth, but she’d
been terrified of doctors ever since her last hospital stay. They’d forcefed her, hooking her up to machines that made her gain weight, making
her feel like the failure she knew she was. When she’d finally been
discharged, she’d sworn she’d never return.
Pacing around her room, she decided she’d go to her mother’s
house. Elizabeth got changed into the baggiest shirt she owned and
climbed into her car. She knew the road to her mother’s house, but
instead found herself swerving in between lanes on the highway. A
driver honked at her, and another one rolled down his window to yell
obscenities. Hands shaking, Elizabeth turned onto the nearest exit and
found that she could hardly see the other cars on the road. She blinked
to clear her vision, and mechanically, as if she could not control her
foot on the gas, she pulled up to a McDonald’s. Before she could
muster the strength to turn around, she was at the window, stomach
rumbling.
“Hi, welcome to–” the employee at the drive-through began, but
Elizabeth cut them off.
“One large fries, one McDouble, and a Coke.” The part of her
that hadn’t eaten in weeks was screaming at her to stop, but the second
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mouth was so, so hungry. Wracked with guilt, Elizabeth sat in her car,
clutching the food on her lap. She was about to throw it out when she
noticed her shirt had a damp patch. Elizabeth discreetly lifted it and saw
that the second mouth was drooling. Before she could help herself, the
mouth opened and her hand was suddenly feeding it the burger, her
face-mouth agape in revulsion. Elizabeth couldn’t believe what she’d
done. She knew she had to get rid of the food immediately. Crawling
out of her car, she gagged violently but while her face-mouth opened
wide, her new mouth remained firmly shut. She’d expected herself to be
disciplined, to not give in to the hunger, but the second mouth had
destroyed this; she’d lost all self-control and willpower.
Shaking, Elizabeth got up and drove to her mother’s house. She
rang the doorbell, and her mother answered with her perfectly poised
and singular smile. When she saw her daughter, however, it faded.
“What are you doing here?”
“Mom, I need help. There’s something wrong.”
She pushed past her mother into the living room where she’d spent her
childhood, watching quietly as her mother had thrown dinner party after
dinner party. Elizabeth stared at the sofa she’d sat on when she was
fifteen, jiggling her leg, as her mother told her it was time to “stamp out
this little eating thing.” Now, she took off her shirt, and forced herself
to look into her mother’s steely blue eyes. Her mother scanned her halfnaked body, aghast.
“Elizabeth, you need to get help; go to a doctor. I can’t deal with
this problem. You’ve failed again, and I won’t have a daughter who’s a
failure. I can’t look at you with–”
Elizabeth couldn’t bear to hear the rest of what her mother said.
She felt utterly helpless and alone; her mother hadn’t understood her
before the appendage, but now she was repulsed by Elizabeth. She took
a shaky breath to center herself, and smelled the faint aroma of salmon
baking in the kitchen. She could almost taste the tangy fish, served on a
bed of carrots and kale. Her mother had cooked it for her the first time
she’d come home from the hospital, as a kind of peace offering. The
night had ended with broken glass, and both Elizabeth and her mother
crying themselves to sleep, though neither of them knew it. The smell
was overpowering, and Elizabeth needed to escape. Her mother took a
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step toward her, and Elizabeth turned around, flinging open the large
wooden door, and leaving the warm, dimly lit home for the cloudy and
chilly morning.
She threw herself into her car and started driving maniacally,
searching for the nearest hospital. Seeing a doctor wasn’t ideal, but
removing the mouth was her sole concern now. It was getting hungrier
and hungrier, making it unbearable to drive past all the restaurants. She
drove past a Taco Bell and was tempted by a Crunchwrap Supreme.
Then she drove past a Burger King, craving onion rings. She almost
turned right at the next exit for a Chick-Fil-A, but reminded herself that
there were 360 calories in their fries. For someone who never let herself
eat, it was peculiar how she also had a part of her that wanted to
consume everything.
Elizabeth was frustrated that the body she’d been trying to
control for years had let her down by allowing this intruder to appear
and ruining all the hard work she’d put into her physique. If it weren’t
for this invader, she would be at work right now, at the restaurant,
watching her colleagues eat lunch and feeling a sense of superiority for
dieting. The teeth began to grind and the tongue was licking its lips,
which sent a cold shiver of dread down her spine. It was then that she
realized she couldn’t ignore the mouth, as it bit down on its lips,
staining her shirt with blood.
When she finally pulled into the hospital, she raced to the ER.
Elizabeth felt so faint that she was admitted immediately. When the
doctor walked in through the door, Elizabeth began to yell about the
mouth on her stomach before collapsing for the final time, the past
weeks having taken their toll on her weak body; her original mouth let
out a final, desperate gasp before both mouths closed forever. During
the autopsy, the pathologist lifted up Elizabeth’s shirt.
“Strange,” he said to his colleague, “there’s nothing there.”
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Mirrors in My Mind
Ruby Sinder
Get the sky off my eyes
I don’t want to have the great burden of comprehending cerulean
Remove the grass from my sticks of motion
Can’t you see I don’t wish to be tickled by horrid shades of verdure?
Do you believe the sunset has sparks of calm?
To me, it creates more vermillion inside
Please stop the burning
Amethystine come back to me
I throw out my prayers of defeat
Sure it’s all-natural, but pardon me
We must keep ourselves together
If we want to keep the peace
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Will You Donate to Defend YOUR Country?
Vivienne Rachnansky
Ms. Jones’s heels click against dark gray tiles with the cadence of
an impatient clock ticking as she saunters towards the podium. Her
opponent, Mr. Smith, smiles, and the crowd howls clamorously at his
arrival. Mr. Smith is a courteous speaker. Occasionally, when he is too
irritated, his words slink out in a low growl, which gives Ms. Jones a
perfect opportunity to display her sly grin. They stand on stage with the
political promises of a better tomorrow lurking between them; Ms. Jones
maintains excellent posture while Mr. Smith sifts through his papers,
occasionally murmuring too quietly to be understood.
In recent years, the moderator, Mr. Fibian, has become known as
one of the most talented of our era. He takes after his father, Mr. Sage.
Mr. Sage was often described as slimy and manipulative by his critics,
when in fact he had a superb ability to latch onto what others wouldn’t
dare to pursue. Mr. Fibian instructs the zoo of spectators to settle down
before he peers at Mr. Smith and Ms. Jones.
“Each side will have one minute to answer a question, 30 seconds
for counter-arguments,” the rules slip off his tongue skillfully. It is, of
course, not Mr. Fibian’s first time doing this.
Following the chant, Ms. Jones begins. Her strategy has always
been playing to win, being on the offense, and attacking her adversary.
Today, she continues to implement these tactics. She tells Mr. Smith
(truly, she is speaking to the crowd) that his policies leave her
dumbfounded. “They benefit those who are lazy and don’t exhibit the
hardworking values of the American people,” she purrs confidently. A
quick wink from her bright green eye is aimed at the cameraman.
Millions watching at home have come to admire her sleek and elegant
(some refer to it as uptight or supercilious) manner of holding herself.
Mr. Smith, in retaliation, chuckles before he responds, “Your
plans are selfish in nature.” He grunts as the scruff of hair on his chin
tickles the microphone quietly. For such a charming and kind public
servant, his voice is quite low, which comes as no surprise to the audience
as they snarl at his lame retort. Ms. Jones appears pleased, but she does
not allow herself to feel cocky so soon into the battle.
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“These are the foundations of our country. Mr. Smith, with all due
respect, you have left our economy in disarray. Maybe it is time to be a
little selfish,” she hisses.
“Ms. Jones! Leadership is not as effortless as your fraudulent
media sources make it out to be!” he barks. Gasps escape from the jaws
of his fans. His opponent seems to remain stone-cold in her countenance,
but if you watch attentively, you can see the tip of her nostrils flaring
furiously.
Chaos erupts, and Mr. Fibian struggles to maintain a semblance
of tranquility in the room. “Please, do not speak over your time limit and
make sure you—” he begins, but a rumble of thunder interrupts his
requests. Quite dramatically, Mother Nature has taken control of the
situation, which leaves Mr. Smith ecstatic. He knows that rain is a
particular weakness of Ms. Jones and calmly observes the condensation
building up around the enormous windows as droplets of water hit the
ceiling.
“We need to take a break! It’s raining cats and dogs out there,”
Mr. Fibian smiles tightly in an attempt to keep things light. Both sides
roll their eyes in mockery before they become aware of the camera still
pointed in their direction. Mr. Smith flashes a dazzling grin and fixes his
suit. Ms. Jones stretches while her shoe taps against the ground until she
is permitted to speak again.
“We can rise above the evil in human nature. I call on my
opponent and every one of you to end these partisan and divided times.
To instead, be warriors of morality! We will, together and united as one,
create a better, more equitable country!” Ms. Jones declares.
For a moment, almost as if the audience is considering this plea,
the room becomes still. Witnesses, who will tell this story to their family
and friends, may say that these are the last five seconds of harmony. At
7:39 PM (Eastern Time, of course), the first bullet ricochets off the metal
barrier. The rain, which seems to have settled down, is no longer a threat
in comparison to these proceedings. At 7:43, blood spurts from Mr.
Smith’s liver. Ms. Jones is beginning to lick herself clean when she falls
to the ground.
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“That’s right. No more civil war –– we all bleed red. No more
cats against dogs. What a moronic and outdated concept! You’re lucky
we even spared you lizard fool, Mr. Fibian,” a voice echoes. “From now
on, sharks are the leaders of this country. Now let’s really make
America great again!”
The audience chants, “Yes we can!”
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A Winter That Never Ends
Maritza Gomez
Author’s Note: One of the main characters, William, identifies as
nonbinary. Therefore, he is addressed with both “he” and “they”
pronouns
Sometimes, Aster would still see him. Asleep on their bed, a
gentle smile on his face.
The groceries Aster was holding were long abandoned near the
door, a jar of honey and a bag of apples strewn across the floor. Aster’s
coat was thrown off as he attempted to cradle William in his arms.
William couldn’t have been dead, their eyes were still a familiar green,
albeit a bit dull, but he chalked that up to a long day of work. That had
to be it. William had frequently complained of their long hours and
high-strung boss. William’s hands were cold, actually, now that he
noticed, his entire body was cold, but then again, he was always cold.
They were always cold when sitting for hours in their small green
garden, with nothing but a simple cardigan and a pair of sweatpants.
But that was then, and this is now. Now Aster’s bed is empty,
his eyes are fixed, and his mind is empty. He doesn’t want to remember.
He does not want to remember William’s bright green eyes and wild
brown hair. Aster does not want to remember his quiet demeanor, how
William would smile as he walked through the door to offer him a slice
of pizza.
“You wanna know what’s crazy, Aster? My boss wants me to
work on Christmas, can you believe it?” William took a bite of his pizza
before returning to pacing around the kitchen, their pizza abandoned
on the counter.
“Is there like, a reason or something?” William shook their
head, mumbling something under his breath that he would never get to
hear. Something felt wrong to Aster, as if something was amiss.
William, his breath heavy, looked at Aster. William’s eyes were dull, a
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frown was on his face, and, now that he had touched him, permanently
cold.
But that was then and this is now. Aster’s breath is shallow,
sweat covers him, and he can't tell what time it is. He doesn’t want to
get up, he wants to wait. He waits and waits for William to walk in and
fall back on top of him, a sign for him to wake up to sit in the garden
with them, so the two of them can softly sing some tune they heard on
one of their many vinyl records. That time never comes. William never
comes in and there is no invitation to their garden. Sometimes, during
their nights in the garden, Aster would stand up and would pull him into
a dance. It wasn’t quite a dance, as they would frequently step on each
other’s toes, much more focused on making each other laugh than
dancing properly.
And then William woke up in his empty bed, his dry mouth and a
bottle of pills on his nightstand. William sometimes woke up, not to
invite Aster to their shared green garden, but to cough up blood that
doctors knew nothing about, and instead just prescribed them some
hard-to-pronounce medication that was supposed to stop him from
coughing. It didn't help, and It was eating him whole. He knew this, they
both knew this, how his body grew more and more tired; William
wouldn’t be able to open his eyes when he was supposed to, leaving
Aster to curl up next to him and listen to his faltering breath. William
hadn’t always been cold, William hadn’t always spent so much time
sleeping, William hadn’t always been in pain.
“I’m sorry,” William weakly chuckled.
“What for?” Aster could barely hear their voice.
William would talk of distant worlds and magical creatures for
hours, wildly re-enacting different beasts and stories from long ago.
Aster liked their voice, which sounded soft and warm. Aster loved them
and their weird fanatic stories of ghosts and goblins. Now all William
could do was sleep.
Aster sighed, grabbing onto William’s cold hands. “I’m sorry I
couldn’t find a way to kill It.”
William smiled, “There was no reason to.”
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“What do you mean by that, that thing? It’s killing you.” Aster
was gripping tighter now, water pooling up in his eyes.
“It’s okay because—“ they broke into a fit of coughs once more
before continuing, “It’s okay because you can always go on without
me.”
Aster frowned. He couldn't imagine a world where he could live
without William. But with a sigh of defeat, he lay back down and
wrapped his arms around the sickened William. “I’ll find a way.”
William hummed, eyes beginning to close again, “I know you
will.”
Aster hates It, he hates this sickness and he hates his bed. It used
to be their bed, the bed for the two of them, a bed where William used
to tell stories, a bed that would be abandoned in the middle of the night
in favor of their small green garden. The garden, that's where he was
supposed to be right now. When the light had vanished and was
replaced with the everlasting night in an everlasting winter. Their
neighbors would hear them, their quiet laughs and their many vinyl
records, hear their pounding footsteps across the sidewalk as they
abandoned their small green garden for some dollar store, buying bags
and bags of Hershey’s bars and caramel candies.
“You think if I eat enough candy I’ll get sick and can call out of
work?” The two were back in their small green garden, two ginormous
bags of Hershey's chocolates between them, wrappers strewn
haphazardly across the grass. William would clean it up later.
Aster cocked an eyebrow. “Then who’s gonna pay for your
medical bills?”
William hummed, “The American healthcare system.”
Aster laughed, “They're not paying for shit.”
William coughed, clutching their shirt in feigned pain. “I know,
but it's nice to hope.”
Chocolate. He wonders if he still has any left, or if they had
finished it together on that night, the night where they sat together in
their small green garden where they sang songs and told stories. Maybe
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his neighbors noticed the lack of the small green garden visits, the lack
of music, and the lack of laughing. Maybe they were grateful–– no
more music, no more laughing, no more off-tune singing. They could
finally rest. He wished he could rest, instead, his eyes are wide open,
and his mind is full. Full of sweet laughter and cute one-liners.
William would call him during breaks at work, giving pick-up
lines and failed attempts at jokes, which Aster would laugh at
nonetheless. William would then give him a quick goodbye before he
had to go back to serving burgers to tired customers.
“Did you know two in four people are dating?” William had
called again, their voice as smooth as honey.
“Oh, are they now?” Aster knew where this was going. William
would say some cheesy pick-up line in an excuse to flirt with him.
“Felis and Lupus aren’t dating.”Aster could hear the grin that
was on William’s face, “We’re the only two left.”
Aster hummed, “Are we now?”
William dramatically sighed, “Wouldn’t it be so cute,” a pause,
“if we went on a date.”
Aster smiled, “Where to?”
“The garden.”
“Don’t we do that every night?”
“Well?” Aster chuckled, shifting his weight, “It's a date then.”
William cheered, punching the air and making a sound of
excitement. They seemed to have gotten caught, as they quickly brought
the phone to their mouth, “Love you, see you at home.”
Aster pushes himself up, his hands resting in his lap, his legs
spread out across the bed. He swears he can feel William’s hand on his
shoulder, and a comforting smile on his face. But there is no hand, and
there is no smile. Instead, he pushes himself off his bed, the moldy
wooden floor feeling cold, as cold as William.
Aster whips his head, William sits on their bed, legs crossed, the
familiar glint of their rosary shining on top of his black sweater. Their
eyes are not green, not the bright green Aster had come to love.
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“What will you do in the meantime?” This is not William. “Will
you run away?” It claps its hands together, dull green eyes glaring at
Aster.
Aster cannot not move, he cannot run. This isn’t some distant
memory he had laid in bed reminiscing over. His eyes fill with tears and
his cheeks a rosy red. “What are you?”
It grins, “You know what I am Aster.”
He knows; that doesn’t mean he wants to admit it. He wouldn’t
give in to It, to the thing who had looked eerily like William.
“They’re dead.” Aster isn’t sure if he was breathing. “From
some sickness.”
He wants it to stop.
“Shame you couldn’t join.”
He wants it to stop.
“Maybe next time, huh.”
Aster’s eyes are shut, his ears are covered and he prays his mind
would quiet down. It seems to have worked, as when he peels open his
eyes, It is gone. The only thing left is a pile of blankets contorted to
look like a human.
He knows he has to let it go, it would be best to let it go, but
when he goes to their small green garden to sit comfortably in the grass,
there is no peace, no joyous laughter, or soft snoring as they lay down.
It’s just him, picking at the grass and pulling his blanket over his legs.
He was never cold. He feels so cold. Why is he cold? He doesn’t want
to. He wants it to stop. He feels cold. He’s no longer warm.
“Have you ever wondered what happens after death?” William
was laying down, his breath shallow and his face covered in a layer of
sweat. He was getting worse. Their voice no longer sounded of honey,
no longer sounded the sweet smooth tone that Aster had come to love.
“Heaven, probably.”
William coughed, a hacking cough that shook their entire body,
“I hope not.”
Aster frowned, “Why?”
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William sighed, closing their eyes. They were calm, accepting of
the inevitable fate that awaited them. “I’m tired Aster, I wanna sleep
when I die—”
Aster gripped their hand, “You’re not dying, you’re just sick.”
“I can't go to the garden anymore, I can't stand up, I can’t do
anything, Aster.”
It was true, their nightly green garden adventures were
abandoned months ago after William had been unable to walk. Aster
would not acknowledge it. “You’re going to get better, I know you
are!”
William simply hummed, “And what if I don't?”
“I know you will.”
Maybe that’s why William stopped. Maybe they grew tired of
the piling hospital bills, the hospital bills that two retail workers
couldn’t afford to pay. Aster would not acknowledge that, and simply
turned to go back inside their small studio apartment, with the moldy
floors and the bottles of pills. Aster didn't want to think. Didn’t want to
think of the sleepless nights, empty beds, and the lack of garden visits.
All of those were William, and he didn’t want to think of them, because
then he would well up with tears again and spend another sleepless
night crying into his bedsheets and clutching a pillow, pretending,
hoping that they would appear in his arms. That this had all been some
horrid dream after he had watched some obscure horror movie.
He does not wake up from his dream.
William never appears in his arms.
Aster hates the cold. That's what he's thinking, curled up in his
bed, clutching a pillow and crying into his tear-stained bedsheets. He
used to like the cold, using it as an excuse to drink hot chocolate and
gorge on chocolate chip cookies. William would bring trinkets that they
pocketed from their job, using the holiday season as an excuse for their
boss.
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“When do you think he’ll realize we don't celebrate
Christmas?” William was sprawled across the couch, a blanket
covering their body. It was colder than usual, and their heater could
only cover so much ground.
“Who?” Aster was in the kitchen, organizing bags of groceries,
“your boss?”
They made a sound of confirmation.
“Probably once he realizes you don’t buy us presents.”
William gasped, “I so buy people presents”
“Oh really? What did you get me last year?”
William thought for a moment, before grinning “The gift of
everlasting winter!”
Aster peered their head out from the kitchen door, sporting a
smirk, “And how does this ‘everlasting winter’ work?”
William was sitting up now, grin still placed on their usually
passive features. “Well, when winter does end, it’ll still be winter for
us.”
“And how's that?”
“Through hot chocolate and cookies, then we can have a winter
that never ends.”
Aster smiled, “A winter that never ends.”
It sounds so ironic because now Aster did want winter to end.
He wants nothing more than to throw away hot chocolate packets and
the bags of cookies in their cabinets. Maybe this is what William felt.
This overwhelming sense of being tired, not wanting to even open their
eyes, opting for sleeping instead. Aster wants to be tired, he really does,
but no matter how much he wants to sleep, how much he wants to close
his eyes in an attempt to escape the confines of their small studio
apartment, but he can’t.
All he can do is stare at their side of the bed, William’s imprint
long gone, and share the dread of an everlasting winter.
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Spaced
Chris Allen
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Sunset With a Trout
Elaine Ng
I alone headed out
To view the sunset
Covering my view was trout.
I saw, saw a huge net
Covering me entirely.
I cried, with the trout in front of me.
I cried; it was too smelly.
Nobody else was around me.
Nobody wanted to know about the trout.
They wanted to know why it was out.
All I could do was cry and pout
After, they didn’t want to know why It was out.
Nobody wanted to lift the net.
Nobody wanted to come close to me.
They came out to see the sunset
Not knowing what it could be.
The trout smelled nothing like the sea
And they never looked at me.
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Predictably Unpredictable
Oona Gillespie
Evangeline Odling idly clicked her immaculately manicured
nails against the information desk. The emergency announcement was
still blaring from the loudspeaker, telling everyone to take cover in one
of the shelters spread around the airport.
The man behind the desk nodded towards her.
“You can board now.”
She pulled a crumpled boarding pass out of her purse and
handed it to him. He scanned it, nodded again, and she stepped onto the
jet bridge. The rickety metal beneath her trembled, and she could hear
faint sirens.
Evangeline was greeted at the entrance to the plane by two
smiling flight attendants. One of them stepped forward and handed her
a glossy pamphlet, emblazoned with the words “PUBLIC SAFETY.”
As she made her way to her seat, she flicked through the
brightly colored pages, which explained her obligation to the country. It
had certainly been a long time since Evangeline had seen a public safety
pamphlet. She had not seen one since the election–when physical fights
and bottle bombs had become the norm.
She had practically already memorized the messages inside. No
fighting, no arguing, no unruliness. Stay within your sector or you will
be disposed of. The rules had loosened in years since the election, and
sector boundaries were hardly enforced unless someone caused trouble,
though Evangeline never really had to worry about sectors. As a federal
anthropologist, she was paid to travel and observe people all across the
country.
She wondered why the others on the plane were there. They
were all dressed sharply, gazing almost with polite interest at the
pamphlets in front of them.
Evangeline reached into her purse and pulled out a bottle of
black coffee. It fogged up her glasses when she opened it, and she
deeply inhaled, taking in the drink’s rich fragrance. Before she could
take a sip, she heard an explosion. Turning her head to look out the
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window, all she could see through the steam on her glasses was grey
and orange. Smoke and fire.
She could hear murmuring around her—nobody thought that the
airport could be breached—and she watched the plumes of smoke on
the runway in disbelief.
The pilot’s voice crackled through the cabin, telling everyone to
buckle their seatbelts, stow their tray tables, and remain seated during
takeoff.
Once the plane had reached cruising altitude, Evangeline pulled
out her laptop. The keys clicked softly as she searched her files for
mentions of airport attacks, to see if she could find a trend. A file
popped up, but it was just a report detailing the process of reinforcing
airports and other transportation hubs to protect those who used them
frequently, meaning mainly government officials like Evangeline but
also those who could afford this expensive mode of travel.
She closed that file and returned to her notes. She had written
down a quote from an old article which stated, “humans react
unpredictably under stress and pressure,” and she was analyzing it.
Evangeline believed that this reasoning was flawed. Humans could
control their reactions, and any unpredictability under stress was a sign
of weakness. What more could she say? She repeated the quote to
herself, and read over her analysis again, deciding that she was finished.
She leaned back in her seat, preparing herself for a nice nap,
when a sudden bout of turbulence hit. She peered out the window at the
wispy clouds surrounding them, as the plane bumped and jolted. She
heard gasps and turned to see a man walking down the aisle, gripping
the sides of seats for balance. He made a dash for the front of the plane
with a cry, but a flight attendant jumped in front of him. Within
seconds, the two were locked in combat, wrestling ever closer towards
the cockpit.
“Help me!” the attendant cried.
“Help her! Someone do something!” a woman cried from her
seat, face pale and eyes widened.
The chaos increased when the flight attendant was slammed into
a wall. People looked at one another, far too scared to fight, secretly
hoping someone else would step up.
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Evangeline’s hands were trembling. She tried desperately to
rationalize the situation in front of her, to analyze it like an article on a
screen, to ignore the brutal reality.
Humans react unpredictably under pressure. Humans react
unpredictably under stress. She repeated these words to herself.
Evangeline screamed as crimson blood spattered across the
carpeted aisle. She scrambled out of her seat, and with only a few
strides, she made her way to the struggle. She pulled the flight attendant
and the terrorist apart, both of them weakened from their fight. Before
either could react, she began to punch. Evangeline heard a sickening
crack as her fist met the man’s nose. She scratched blindly—not
knowing who she was fighting or why—her nails drawing blood from
the attendant and hijacker alike. Fists met flesh, met bone, met wall.
Maybe the article wasn’t so wrong after all.
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Casey and Ilan
Casey Lee
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to try
Samsara Shrivastava
it’s sunny
blinding almost
even the trees can’t shield that much pain
the birds
they know too
fly away while you can
escape
the branches
barely holding it together
like you
you know that feeling
rich in your soil sprouting up
it’s windy
not strong enough to sway you
but brave enough
to try
the grass
softening your fall
pushing you
if you ever make it back up
the house
at the end of the road
that you thought was safe
but
is
not
24
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Recommendations
HANNAH EHRLICH
19 Love Songs is a diverse collection of short love stories and poems by
David Levithan. He has an amazing sense of capturing the way
teenagers think, and it is one of the best representations of teenagers I
have read in a very long time. The love stories range from teenage to
adult, but each one is tastefully done with well-developed and
captivating characters. If you are in a reading slump and need
something that you can relate to and fill you with emotion fast, 19 Love
Songs will be a perfect read.
LIANA KRASNOFF
Community is a hilarious television show on Netflix that tells the crazy
stories of a group of friends at Greendale Community College. We
follow the ups and downs of these friends, who start out as a study
group, but go on insane and hysterical adventures together. While the
show is pretty long, the episodes are each short, so it’s perfect to watch
on the go! The plot of the show is amazing, and each episode manages
to turn everyday tasks into exciting experiences.
TALIA VARENIK
Megamind is an animated movie about Megamind, a genius super
villain, who happens to be blue and has a large head, and his nemesis,
Metroman. After he finally defeats Metroman, Megamind finds that he
is bored without any conflict so he sets out to create his own hero. The
movie is super funny, entertaining and a great spoof on original
superhero/supervillain movies. Megamind is hilarious and I highly
recommend it.
AVA HOSKING
Knives Out is a murder mystery, and focuses on the murder of
acclaimed novelist Harlan Thrombey. His entire family is suspected,
and there are many red herrings and surprise plot twists! This movie is
suspenseful but light, and it is a great movie to watch in quarantine!
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MARSHALL PLANE
King Leopold’s Ghost is the tragic story of the Congo Free State, which
was essentially run as a private business of Belgian king Leopold II. In
an effort to squeeze as much profit out of the vast territory in as little
time as possible, as many as 11 million Congolese were killed.
However, the story also features the heroic efforts of both Africans and
Europeans to expose and prevent these atrocities. Even if you don’t like
history, King Leopold’s Ghost should be an engaging read because the
author engages in extensive character-building and tells the story
through the personal lens of those involved.
ALEXANDRA TIGER
The Queen’s Gambit, a Netflix original TV show, centers on the
protagonist, Beth Harmon, portrayed by actress Anya Taylor-Joy,
focusing on her difficult childhood in a girl’s orphanage and her
journey towards success in the world of chess during the Cold War. The
show comments on the difficulty in participating in professional chess
as a woman, along with problems of addiction and obsession. It is
captivating and an enjoyable watch.
RUBY SINDER
I haven’t been able to get “Broken Glass” out of my head for a while.
It’s a catchy song by Rachel Platten. I think it can be viewed multiple
ways, but I personally think it’s about not giving up. If you watch the
video there are also a lot of cool bike tricks which don't have much to
do with the song but they’re fun to watch. Rachel Platten also has a lot
of other great songs, but this is the one that I’ve been thinking about.
NANCY WANG
As someone who really likes horror and thrillers, Alice in Borderland is
my most recent favorite. The main character gets sucked into a horror
reality where he has to complete games for his survival. The games play
with human emotion and greed, as well as love and friendship. Alice in
Borderland is for those who can stomach a little more blood and
violence. With a mere 8 episodes, it’s perfect for binge-watching and
doesn’t have any moment where you feel the urge to skip.
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We want your submissions!
Email: litmagazinemhs@gmail.com
Instagram: fluxmag.mhs
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